
IGT044 Questions Envoy GTC ESP SSE Energetics Fulcrum

Please Confirm which Shipper to IGT files 

are impacted by IGT044 

T03 (.CN) - TAS_Work_Complete_Confirmation

T06 (.SR) - Request from proposing shipper to register an existing Supply Point

T18 (.SC) - TAS_Supply_Point_Reconfirmation

F601 and F602
iGT 044 only impacts the special needs files - CSV file F601 & F602 and fax form 

F6 domestic
F6 Fax file

iGT 044 only impacts the special needs files - CSV file F601 & F602 and fax form 

F6 domestic

Currently this information does not have to be a .csv file and can be transferred in 

any appropriate file that can be password protected, i.e. Excel, Word, etc. If a file 

type had to be used then we would expect the following.

F601 (.CNC) - Customer with Special Needs (Shipper to GT)

F602 (.CNC) - Special Needs Details (Shipper to GT)

Please confirm which IGT to Shipper files 

are imapcted by IGT044
T16 (.SR) - TAS_Supply_Point_Registration_Confirmation None, there is no sensitive data in the F603 response file F6 fax form response F6 Fax file F6 Fax file NONE

Some Files can be used in conjuction with 

Multiple records and not just those 

impacted by IGT044. for example the SR 

file under TAS. Can a shipper start zipping 

SR files if other records under this file type 

are included  when sending

Yes this wont impact Envoy. GTC are happy to accept any files zipped which contain sensitive data.
ESP would not want other files to be zipped which are not part of the Mod as this 

requires greater manual intervention for which we do not have the resources for.
n/a Yes, I don't believe this would impact the systems

Yes but we would not want all files to be password protected if they did not 

include the data specified in iGT044

Please confirm the mail address you want 

Shippers to trigger zip files to 
TAS_P@envoyonline.co.uk Domspa@gtc-uk.co.uk spaqueries@espipelines.com SSEPL.SPA@SSE.com newsparegistrations@energetics-uk.com ChangeofShipper@fulcrum.co.uk

Is the mailbox for the zip file diferent to that 

of normal files?
No Yes Yes no No No

Please Confirm the naming convetion you 

would like to use for Shipper to IGT Zip

<TAS_SHIPPER_ORGANISATION_ID>.<UNIQUE_ZIP_FILE_SEQUENCE>.ZIP

Please note that the UNIQUE_ZIP_FILE_SEQUENCE will be padded with zeros to 9 

digits. 

The UNIQUE_ZIP_FILE_SEQUENCE should be unique for the organisation sending 

the file. 

The sequence does not have to be consecutive (e.g. 33.000000001.zip, 

33.000000003.zip, 33.000000012.zip would be fine).

The zip file can contain one or more file types e.g.

T03 (.CN) 

T06 (.SR)

T18 (.SC) 

For example,

An incoming zip file from Scottish Power (TAS_SHIPPER_ORGANISATION_ID 33) 

would be named as follows:

33.000000001.ZIP

<SHIPPER_MDD_SHORTCODE_ID>.<UNIQUE_ZIP_FILE_SEQUENCE>.ZIP

Please note that the UNIQUE_ZIP_FILE_SEQUENCE will be padded with zeros to 9 

digits. 

The UNIQUE_ZIP_FILE_SEQUENCE should be unique for the organisation sending 

the file. 

The sequence does not have to be consecutive (e.g. SCP.000000001.zip, 

SCP.000000003.zip, SCP.000000012.zip would be fine).

The zip file can contain one or more file types e.g.

F601

F602

For example,

An incoming zip file from Scottish Power (TAS_SHIPPER_ORGANISATION_ID 33) 

would be named as follows:

SCP.000000001.ZIP

<SHIPPER_MDD_SHORTCODE_ID>.<UNIQUE_ZIP_FILE_SEQUENCE>.ZIP

Please note that the UNIQUE_ZIP_FILE_SEQUENCE will be padded with zeros 

to 9 digits. 

The UNIQUE_ZIP_FILE_SEQUENCE should be unique for the organisation 

sending the file. 

The sequence does not have to be consecutive (e.g. SCP.000000001.zip, 

SCP.000000003.zip, SCP.000000012.zip would be fine).

The zip file can contain one or more file types e.g.

F601

F602

For example,

An incoming zip file from Scottish Power (TAS_SHIPPER_ORGANISATION_ID 

33) would be named as follows:

SCP.000000001.ZIP

<SHIPPER_MDD_SHORTCODE_ID>.<UNIQUE_ZIP_FILE_SEQUENCE>.ZIP

Please note that the UNIQUE_ZIP_FILE_SEQUENCE will be padded with zeros 

to 9 digits. 

The UNIQUE_ZIP_FILE_SEQUENCE should be unique for the organisation 

sending the file. 

The sequence does not have to be consecutive (e.g. SCP.000000001.zip, 

SCP.000000003.zip, SCP.000000012.zip would be fine).

The zip file can contain one or more file types e.g.

F601

F602

For example,

An incoming zip file from Scottish Power (TAS_SHIPPER_ORGANISATION_ID 

33) would be named as follows:

SCP.000000001.ZIP

<SHIPPER_MDD_SHORTCODE_ID>.<UNIQUE_ZIP_FILE_SEQUENCE>.ZIP

Please note that the UNIQUE_ZIP_FILE_SEQUENCE will be padded with zeros 

to 9 digits. 

The UNIQUE_ZIP_FILE_SEQUENCE should be unique for the organisation 

sending the file. 

The sequence does not have to be consecutive (e.g. SCP.000000001.zip, 

SCP.000000003.zip, SCP.000000012.zip would be fine).

The zip file can contain one or more file types e.g.

F601

F602

For example,

An incoming zip file from Scottish Power (TAS_SHIPPER_ORGANISATION_ID 

33) would be named as follows:

SCP.000000001.ZIP

<SHIPPER_MDD_SHORTCODE_ID>.<UNIQUE_ZIP_FILE_SEQUENCE>.ZIP

Please note that the UNIQUE_ZIP_FILE_SEQUENCE will be padded with zeros 

to 9 digits. 

The UNIQUE_ZIP_FILE_SEQUENCE should be unique for the organisation 

sending the file. 

The sequence does not have to be consecutive (e.g. SCP.000000001.zip, 

SCP.000000003.zip, SCP.000000012.zip would be fine).

The zip file can contain one or more file types e.g.

F601

F602

For example,

An incoming zip file from Scottish Power (TAS_SHIPPER_ORGANISATION_ID 

33) would be named as follows:

SCP.000000001.ZIP

Please Confirm the Naming Convetion you 

would like to use for IGT to Shipper Zip

IPL/QPL will process the files and then zip the relevant  outgoing file types 

(CN,SR,SC).

The passwords provided by the relevant Shipper (i.e. the same password used to 

unzip the incoming file from the Shipper) will be used.

Please note that all CN,SR and SC files will be zipped up.

Zipped files sent from IPL/QPL to the Shippers will be named as follows:

<TRANSPORTER_MDD_CODE>.<TAS_SHIPPER_ORGANISATION_ID>.<UNIQU

E_ZIP_FILE_SEQUENCE>.ZIP

For example,

IPL.33.000000001.ZIP or QPL.1181.000000002.ZIP

The zip file will contain one or more files e.g.

ADP03218.SR

ADP03133.CN

Please note that TRANSPORTER_MDD_CODE will be that set out in SPAA MDD

N/A

We will process the files and then zip the relevant outgoing file types 

independently.

The passwords to be provided by the relevant Shipper (i.e. the same password 

used to unzip the incoming file from the Shipper) will be used.

Zipped files sent to the Shippers will be named as follows:

<TRANSPORTER_MDD_CODE>.<SHIPPER_MDD_SHORTCODE_ID>.<UNIQU

E_ZIP_FILE_SEQUENCE>.ZIP

For example,

IPL.SCP.000000001.ZIP or QPL.SCP.000000002.ZIP

The zip file can contain one or more F6 files  

Please note that MDD_CODES will be that set out in SPAA MDD

We will process the files and then zip the relevant outgoing file types 

independently.

The passwords to be provided by the relevant Shipper (i.e. the same password 

used to unzip the incoming file from the Shipper) will be used.

Zipped files sent to the Shippers will be named as follows:

<TRANSPORTER_MDD_CODE>.<SHIPPER_MDD_SHORTCODE_ID>.<UNIQU

E_ZIP_FILE_SEQUENCE>.ZIP

For example,

IPL.SCP.000000001.ZIP or QPL.SCP.000000002.ZIP

The zip file can contain one or more F6 files  

Please note that MDD_CODES will be that set out in SPAA MDD

We will process the files and then zip the relevant outgoing file types 

independently.

The passwords to be provided by the relevant Shipper (i.e. the same password 

used to unzip the incoming file from the Shipper) will be used.

Zipped files sent to the Shippers will be named as follows:

<TRANSPORTER_MDD_CODE>.<SHIPPER_MDD_SHORTCODE_ID>.<UNIQU

E_ZIP_FILE_SEQUENCE>.ZIP

For example,

IPL.SCP.000000001.ZIP or QPL.SCP.000000002.ZIP

The zip file can contain one or more F6 files  

Please note that MDD_CODES will be that set out in SPAA MDD

N/A

Please confirm how you plan to maintain 

the password for the ZIP files  

We will be utilising the same password as the quarterly portfolio reports and 

changes them in conjunction with the updates

EDF will submit the passwords to GTC (as is already done for other sensitive data) 

The passwords are submitted to us every quarter and this will then be used to access 

the zipped file. EDF will need to ensure that the correct password is used on the 

Shipper-IGT file. 

Same as current password protection protocols Suggest using existing Portfolio passwords

The same password would be applied as those used for the  portfolio extracts and 

transportation invoice backup which should be issued from the shippers on a 

quarterly basis.

We will be utilising the same password as the quarterly portfolio reports and 

changes to them will be in conjunction with these updates

How will you communicate the password 

update and do you hold relevant contacts 

for IT contacts with Shippers 

Shipper's responsibility to update password and contacts to IPL/QPL
GTC do not update the passwords, this is managed by the shippers, it is their 

responsibilty to notify us of password updates.
Shipper's responsibility to update password and contacts to ESP

via SSEPL.SPA@SSE.com mailbox.  Shipper will control pasword updates if we 

use the existing Portfolio passwords

It would be up to the shipper to communicate the updates, based on the answer 

above

The passwords are provided to the iGT's by the shippers as per modification 

iGT026 - Password Protection Protocols. Once provided these are not circulated. 

However, the shipper is aware of the relevant Fulcrum contact for when they want 

to change the password in line with the protocol.

What is the Maximum number of ZIP files 

you can accept per email

No specific maximum number (however emails larger than 50mb will be rejected by 

our email server). 

GTC has the ability to accept a huge number of files and therfore do not envisage any 

issues in receiving these, Special Needs files do not get regularly anet to us.

No specific limit to Zip files however we would  suggest shippers send small 

numbers of files within one email.  Email size limits are 30mb. 

No limit - however, when sending multiple records (F6) within a single zip file, 

please only send one zip file per email.  It would be helpful if the email subject line 

could include file and record count.

The maximum attachments is 125 , each email can be no larger that 25MB+F11
The number is not relevant but the size of the files on the emails are. If the total 

size of the email is in excess of 20 megabytes then the email would be rejected.

What is the Maximum number of records a 

shipper can send within one Zip file

No specific maximum number (however emails larger than 50mb will be rejected by 

our email server). 
As above No maximum limit  currently identified

1 MPRN per F6 file., but a single zip file can contain any number of F6 files 

(records).  It would be helpful if the email subject line could include file and record 

count.

Unlimited

Please confirm your anticipated Roll out 

date for this change 
22/02/2013 22/02/2013 22/02/2013 22/02/2013 22/02/2013 22/02/2012
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